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By Mor Jokai

Createspace, United States, 2015. Paperback. Book Condition:
New. 229 x 152 mm. Language: English . Brand New Book *****
Print on Demand *****.Hungarians regard Az Erdely arany
kora as, on the whole, the best of Jokai s great historical
romances, and, to judge from the numerous existing versions
of it, foreigners are of the same opinion as Hungarians. Few of
Jokai s other tales have been translated so often, and the book
is as great a favourite in Poland as it is in Germany. And
certainly it fully deserves its great reputation, for it displays to
the best advantage the author s three characteristic qualities-
his powers of description, especially of nature, his dramatic
intensity, and his peculiar humour. The scene of the story is
laid among the virgin forests and inaccessible mountains of
seventeenth-century Transylvania, where a proud and valiant
feudal nobility still maintained a precarious independence long
after the parent state of Hungary had become a Turkish
province. We are transported into a semi-heroic, semi-
barbarous borderland between the Past and the Present,
where Mediaevalism has found a last retreat, and the
civilizations of the East and West contend or coalesce. Bizarre,
gorgeous, and picturesque forms flit before us-rude feudal...
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This is an awesome publication which i have actually read. This is certainly for all who statte that there was not a well
worth reading through. Its been designed in an extremely straightforward way and it is merely a er i finished reading
this ebook in which actually changed me, affect the way in my opinion.
-- Ma r ques Pa g a c-- Ma r ques Pa g a c

Basically no terms to clarify. It can be writter in basic terms instead of di icult to understand. I am easily could get a
enjoyment of reading through a composed publication.
-- Dr . Ha z el Ziem a nn IV-- Dr . Ha z el Ziem a nn IV
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